Fossil Layer Collage
Fossil layers are fossils that formed in sedimentary
rock. Sedimentary rock is rock that is formed in
layers by the depositing and pressing of sediments
on top of each other. Sediments are any loose
material that gets broken away and carried: pieces
of rocks, pebbles, sand, clay, silt, boulders, dead
organisms, animals, plants, shells, insects . . . .
When sediments move and settle somewhere, they
are being deposited. When, over a long time,
layers and layers of sediments get deposited on top
of each other, the weight of the top layers presses
down on the bottom layers, forming them into
rock called sedimentary rock. The oldest layers are
on the bottom, and the youngest layers are on the
top. Because sediments sometimes include onceliving organisms, sedimentary rock often contains
a lot of fossils. Fossils are once-living organisms
that have been turned into rock, in which the shape
or form of the organism can still be seen.

Watch a storytime about
underGROUND by Denis Fleming, and
see how Mr. Ron made this collage!

https://youtu.be/l-SJpizsLpM

Sedimentary layers are called strata, and stratigraphy is the branch of geology concerned
with the order and relative position of strata and their relationship to the geological time
scale.
MATERIALS

Sturdy paper (e.g. cardstock) or cardboard for backing and for layers
Colored paper
OR crayons/colored pencils/markers/watercolor to create layers on the backing itself
Glue or gluestick
Sand, birdseed, rice, or tiny pasta like orzo, pastina, or acini de pepe) for texture
Dried beans, small pebbles or small shells
Glue-on jewels or other “findings”
Drawn and cut out bones, tools, carvings, pottery, or other archaeological finds (or find
images in a book or magazine to copy and cut out, or download and print from the
internet)

Here are some Greek pottery vases and a T-rex skeleton that you can print and cut out to
use as “artifacts” for your collage:
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